HOT TOPIC

Recent Amendments to Kentucky Business Entity Laws
By Thomas E. Rutledge

he 2007 amendments to Kentucky’s
various business entity statutes serve
primarily to reconcile and clarify the various acts. The effective date of most provisions of H.B. 334 was June 26, 2007.

T

The Contingency of the 2002 Amendments to the Business Corporation Act
In anticipation of the deletion of sections 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 198,
200, 202, 203, 205, 207, and 208 of the
Kentucky Constitution, amendments to
KRS §§ 271B.6-210, 271B.6-230,
271B.7-040, 271B.7-280, and 271B.8080 were proposed to and approved by
the 2002 General Assembly, each contingent upon the amendment of the Kentucky Constitution. Unfortunately, these
provisions became trapped in something
of a time warp. Senate Bill 121, containing the 2002 KyBCA amendments, stated
that these provisions would be effective if
that series of thirteen provisions of the
Kentucky Constitution were deleted by
the voters. However, it was not until later
in the session that the two chambers
reached agreement on the proposed
amendments to the Kentucky Constitution. By that time, the proposal had been
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modified, and the voters were not asked
to delete sections 195 or 205 of the Kentucky Constitution, two sections that had
been listed in section 22 of S.B. 121. In
the end, the voters did approve the
amendment of the Kentucky Constitution
through the deletion of the eleven provisions. In response to this discrepancy, the
Reviser of the Statutes determined there
to exist a “contingency” with respect to
whether these statutory provisions had
been amended.1
A new and non-codified section provides that the amendments to KRS §§
271B.6-210, 271B.6-230, 271B.7-040,
271B.7-280, and 217B.8-080 as set forth
in 2002 SB 121 were effective as of the
amendment of the Kentucky Constitution
by the voters in 2002.2
Names of Business Entities
The single largest group of amendments
made in 2007 deal with business entity
names. One significant problem has been
inconsistent standards for name distinguishability. The various acts have been
made consistent by adding to each act a
defined term “name of record with the Secretary of State,”3 being a real,4 fictitious,
reserved, registered or assumed name of an
entity, and requiring that distinguishability
be determined against each “name of
record with the Secretary of State.”5
Reserved names have been made
renewable for additional periods of 120
days,6 and a registered name may be cancelled prior to its expiration.7
Statements in the KyBCA, the KyLLCA, the Nonprofit Corporation Act and
elsewhere to the effect that the chapter in
question does not govern “fictitious”
names have been revised to properly refer
to “assumed” names.8

The provision in the PSC Act permitting a PSC to use a name containing the
name of a shareholder even if that name
is not distinguishable has been eliminated.9 The limitation on the use of “cooperative” in a business entity name has
been clarified.10 Similar additions have
been made with respect to the use of
“rural electric cooperative” in a business
entity name.11
The Kentucky Revised Uniform Partnership Act (2006) and the Kentucky Uniform Limited Partnership Act (2006)
The repeal of Kentucky’s old partnership and limited partnership acts has itself
been repealed,12 and those old laws will
mostly remain on the books. Those provisions of KyRULPA addressing the qualification of foreign limited partnerships to
transact business13 have been repealed,14
and the provisions of the LLP amendments to KyUPA allowing foreign LLPs
to qualify15 have been likewise
repealed.16 From January 1, 2008, all
foreign limited partnerships seeking to
qualify to transact business in Kentucky
must comply with the requirements of
KyULPA,17 and foreign LLPs seeking to
qualify to transact business must comply
with the requirements of KyRUPA.18
The Business Trust Act
The Business Trust Act has been significantly expanded to address names,19
registered office and agent,20 foreign
qualification,21 annual reports,22 and the
internal affairs doctrine.23
Inspection Rights
Notwithstanding having received a certificate of authority, the law of the jurisdiction of incorporation governs the
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“internal affairs” of a foreign corporation.24 Language has been added to several acts to make express that the right of
inspection against a foreign business entity will be determined by reference to the
laws of the jurisdiction of organization of
that foreign business entity.25 The LLC
Act now expressly permits a written operating agreement to impose reasonable limitations upon a member’s use of the
LLC’s records and information.26
Preserving Limited Liability
Subsequent to Dissolution
In Forleo v. American Products of
Kentucky, Inc.,27 the Kentucky Court of
Appeals held that corporate shareholders
may be personally liable for debts and
obligations of a corporation incurred after
administrative dissolution.
In the Forleo case, a corporation was
administratively dissolved. However,
notwithstanding that dissolution, the
shareholders, who were also the officers
and directors of the corporation, continued to carry on an active business. Certain suppliers were not paid, and those
suppliers brought suit against the corporation and its shareholders seeking payment. The Court held that the shareholders were personally liable on the debt to
the supplier. Thereafter, the administrative dissolution of the corporation was
cured and the corporation was reinstated.
On the basis that the cure related back to
the original administrative dissolution, the
shareholders sought to have set aside the
judgment against them. The Court of
Appeals, while acknowledging that the
cure of the administrative dissolution did
relate back to the original dissolution, still
held that the actions undertaken during
the period of administrative dissolution,
because they were outside the scope of
those necessary or appropriate for the
winding up and termination of the corporation, were not protected by the limited
liability shield. Rather, because the corporation had acted outside of its legal
authorization, the shareholders would be
liable upon those debts. This ruling is
subject to a number of criticisms, and in
consequence amendments have been
made to the KyBCA as well as other acts
of preclude this result in the future.28
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The Notice Effect of the Articles of
Organization
As originally enacted, the KyLLCA
did not address the notice effect of the
Articles of Organization.29 However, the
notice effect of the member- or managermanager election in the articles of organization is implied.30 Under the amended
act, the articles of organization are notice
of the formation of the LLC, of the information set forth in response to the
mandatory requirements of KRS §
275.025(1), including whether it is member- or manager-managed, whether it is a
professional LLC, and whether it is a
non-profit LLC.31 Other statements made
in the articles do not, by filing, give
notice. Still, one acting as an agent for an
LLC must properly identify that principal
in order to avoid personal liability on the
obligations undertaken on its behalf.32
Modification of Rules for Dissolution of
LLCs, Succession in Single Member LLCs
The modification of KRS §
275.285(2) serves to (a) require that the
departure from the default rule be in a
written operating agreement and (b) provide a default rule of unanimous (as contrasted with majority-in-interest) approval
of the members to voluntarily dissolve an
LLC. Requiring unanimity among the
members to voluntarily dissolve the LLC
(unless they have elected a lower threshold in the operating agreement) has benefits when determining appropriate discounts for federal estate and gift
taxation.33
An LLC must have at least one member.34 Under the amended act, upon the
dissociation of the last member, the LLC
will not be dissolved if:
• a succession mechanism set
forth in a written operating
agreement is satisfied; or
• the successor-in-interest of the
last remaining member determines to continue the LLC.35
Durational Limits of
Corporation and LLCs
A corporation, upon reaching the maximum duration set forth in its articles of
incorporation, is treated as having been
administratively dissolved.36 Under the
amended KyBCA, the Secretary of State
will notify the corporation of the adminis-

trative dissolution,37 and the corporation
is afforded a sixty-day window within
which to amend its articles of incorporation to extend or delete the period of
duration.38 The extension or deletion of
the period of duration will relate back and
will cure the administrative dissolution.
After the sixty day period the corporation
may not amend its articles and must proceed to wind-up and dissolve.
The KyLLCA did not address any
mechanism for cure of the consequences
of an LLC having reached its date of dissolution.39 Under the revised act, reaching
the end of an LLC’s duration is treated as
an administrative dissolution with notice
and cure similar to that now in place for
corporations.40
Dissenters’ Rights in LLC
Dissenters rights do not exist at common law.41 Several states provide for
corporate-style dissenters rights in their
LLC Acts; Kentucky does not. Amendments to the KyLLCA expressly provide
that absent a provision giving members
dissenter’s rights, members have no such
rights.42
Pledges of LLC Interest
An addition to the KyLLCA serves to
preempt KRS §§ 355.9-406 and 355.9408, which may be interpreted to preempt
limitations upon pledges of LLC membership interests contained in a written
operating agreement.43
Not-for-Profit LLCs
An entirely new series of provisions
applies to non-profit LLCs, defined as
those formed for a non-profit purpose,44
with that definition coming from the nonprofit corporation act. Although, in the
course of its initial drafting, it was not
contemplated that an LLC could be
formed for a non-profit purpose, the
KyLLCA does not contain an express
requirement of a for-profit purpose.45 In
Mercy Regional Emergency Medical System, LLC v. John Y. Brown, III it was held
that an LLC need not have a for-profit
purpose.46 Still, a non-profit LLC was
not subject to the substantive limitations
imposed upon non-profit corporations.
With these additions, a non-profit LLC
will be subject to a variety of limitations
equivalent to those to which non-profit

corporations are subject. Under these
provisions, a non-profit LLC may not:
• issue membership interests;
• issue dividends or distribute its
income to its members or managers;
• make loans to its members or managers;
• merge other than with a non-profit
LLC; or
• distribute its assets other than as provided by statute.47
These amendments:
• acknowledge that LLCs may be organized for non-profit purposes, while
requiring that such non-profit LLCs be
subject to special requirements;
• add definitions of a “non-profit limited liability company” and “non-profit purpose” to the table of definitions
used in the KyLLCA, which definitions have been adopted from the
KyNPCA;
• require non-profit LLCs to set forth
their non-profit purpose in the articles of organization and prevent subsequent deletion of that statement of
purpose; and
• recite the limitations upon distributions by non-profit LLCs.48
Conversions
A new series of provisions permit a
business corporation to convert into a
LLC. The approval of a conversion
requires the consent of a majority of the
board of directors and a majority of the
shareholders and, if there is class voting,
a majority of each class.49 Dissenter
rights will apply in the event of a conversion of a corporation into an LLC.50 No
provision permits an LLC to convert into
a corporation, and this provision allowing
the conversion into an LLC is limited to
business, and does not include non-profit,
corporations. The LLC resulting from
the conversion is the same entity that
existed before the conversion.51
The provision addressing the conversion of either a general or a limited partnership into an LLC have been simplified
by providing for the automatic cancellation of LLP elections and certificates of
limited partnership as part of the conversion.52 Certificates of assumed name of
the predecessor entity need not be cancelled as they may now become assumed
names of the successor LLC.53 The

effect of a conversion has been made
more specific,54 and it is provided that
upon the conversion a written operating
agreement becomes binding upon each
member in the new LLC.55
KyULPA provides that a LLC may
convert into a limited partnership.56 The
statute has been revised to delete a confusing reference to an effective date of
conversion,57 with that date now determined exclusively from the effective date
of the certificate of limited partnership.58
The LLC Act has been supplemented to
require the unanimous approval of all
members for a conversion.59
Changing Orders
The changing order provisions under
KyRUPA, KyULPA and the KyLLCA
have been amended to provide parallelism between those acts.60
Amendments to Annual Reports
Various of the annual report provisions
have now been amended to expressly
allow the amendment of the information
set forth in the last filed annual report.61
Other Changes to the
Business Corporation Act
Amendments to KRS § 271B.1-200
expressly allow the reference to facts
extrinsic to the articles of incorporation,
and this flexibility extends to various
plans and articles of merger.62
In most circumstances shares of stock
owned by a corporate subsidiary are not
voted; this provision has been expanded
beyond corporate subsidiaries to any entity controlled by the corporation.63 In the
adoption, modification or deletion of a
super quorum or voting requirement, it
must be approved by the higher of the
existing or the proposed requirements.64
Adopting the principle set forth in
MBCA § 7.47, already implicit in KRS §
271B.15-050(3), an addition has been
made to the derivative action statute making clear that where a derivative action is
brought on behalf of a foreign corporation, it is the law of the jurisdiction of
incorporation that governs the suit.65
It has been made express that the list
of activities that do not constitute “transacting business” does not determine
whether a foreign corporation is subject
to service of process, taxation or other

regulation.66 A new section directs that
corporations notify the Secretary of State
of changes of the principle office address
by means of a distinct filing and not by
means of amending either the articles of
incorporation or the annual report.67
KRS § 271B.8-570 has been revised to
include LLC managers, to utilize the
defined term “entity” and to render the
language gender neutral.
Beginning January 1, 2008, a corporation, having been administratively dissolved, will be required to submit with its
application for reinstatement a certificate
from the Division of Unemployment
Insurance “reciting that all employee contributions, interest, penalties, and service
capacity upgrade fund assessments have
been paid.”68
Other Changes to the
Limited Liability Company Act
A new subsection has been added to
KRS § 275.100 to confirm that an LLC
is a legal entity.69 Language has been
added to address in greater detail the time
of formation of an LLC and the conclusiveness of the filing of the articles of
organization.70 A series of amendments
to the LLC Act authorize an LLC to
engage in a share exchange with a corporation pursuant to which the LLC
acquires the shares of the corporation.71
A provision newly added to the KyLLCA
directs that a sale of all or substantially
all of the assets of the LLC may be done
on the terms and conditions approved by
a majority-in-interest of the members.72
Departures from the default rule of
KRS § 275.170, addressing the standard
of culpability applicable to members and
managers of an LLC, must be in a written
operating agreement.
The provision addressing how managers vote has been amended to make
clear that, except as provided in the articles
of organization or in a written operating
agreement, managers vote on a per-capita
basis and decisions are made by a simple
majority.73 A new provision directs that
membership interests under the control of
the manager subject to the conflict of interest do not vote on the approval of the
transaction.74 At the same time the rather
ambiguous language allowing the approval
of a conflicted transaction by one-half of
the number of “other persons participating
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in the business or affairs of the [LLC]” has
been deleted.
An interest in an LLC has previously
been issued by an LLC upon the making
of or the undertaking of an obligation to
make a contribution to the LLC.75 A pair
of new provisions allow the issuance of a
membership interest without requiring a
contribution or an obligation to make a
contribution76 and as well permit a member who does not have a membership
interest.77
An important new subsection has been
added to the provision setting forth limitations on distributions.78 Prior to this provision, the limitations upon “distributions”
were applicable to compensatory payments made by the LLC to its members.
Confirming the common law of agency,
the act has been supplemented to note that
one who acts on behalf of an LLC without
actual authority to do so, even within their
apparent agency authority,79 shall be liable
on all liabilities so created.80
The LLC Act lists dentistry as a professional service that may be rendered
through a professional LLC.81 KRS §
313.240 permitted dentists to practice
through professional service corporations,
but did not address professional LLCs.
As amended, KRS § 313.240 expressly
permits dentists to practice through professional LLCs, and as well for the first
time expressly authorizes dentists to practice through partnerships.
Other Changes in the
Professional Service Corporation Act
KRS § 274.087, addressing the merger of a professional service corporation,
has been repealed.82 The merger of a
PSC will be governed by the merger provisions of the KyBCA83 and if a corporation surviving the merger is rendering a
professional service it must comply with
the PSC Act. With this amendment a
PSC may also merge with an LLC and
otherwise partake in organic transactions
as can any business corporation.
The deletion from the listing of “qualified persons”84 of a “registered limited
liability partnership” does not mean than
an LLP may not be a shareholder in a
PSC. Rather the deletion was to eliminate a redundancy. As every LLP is a
partnership,85 there is no need to separately list that sub-category.
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Other Changes
KRS § 14.105, which addresses the
ability of the Secretary of State’s office to
accept electronic signatures, has been
expanded as to the acts for which electronic signatures may be accepted.86
Conclusion
The 2007 amendments to the business
entity acts in no way complete the task of
rationalizing all of Kentucky’s various
business entity laws. There continue to
exist nonsensical distinctions that need to
be addressed and there exist as well
numerous distinctions and open questions
regarding the application of non-business
entity statutes to new forms of business
entities. Still, with the 2007 amendments
to the various business entity acts, Kentucky law is more rational and consistent
than it was.
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